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Magic and Mystery of Natural Gas - Natural Gas - Alberta's
Energy Heritage
Southern California motorists are paying nearly a dollar per
gallon in gas taxes, and a UC Berkeley professor says they
also pay a “mystery.
PD Editorial: Mystery gas surcharge warrants AG investigation
California's gasoline prices are outrageously high, and no one
knows why — except maybe the petroleum companies, and they're
not telling.
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California's gasoline prices are outrageously high, and no one
knows why — except maybe the petroleum companies, and they're
not telling.

Here in California, gas prices are always above the national
average. Right now the difference is a dollar per gallon. As
Jobina Fortson reports.

My vacation along the Blue Ridge Parkway has rekindled my
interest in a question I first asked a couple of years ago:
why is gasoline so.

Gasoline is cheap in California compared to a year ago. But
it's nowhere near as cheap as it could be. Californians
currently spend 49 cents.

Astronomers probe a baby star's mystery gas flows. Posted by
Deborah Byrd in Space | March 12, They used the ALMA telescope
to observe a slow.
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Instead, the surcharge shows up between the refineries and our
gas tanks, in the distribution and retailing network. Support
our journalism Help Mother Jones ' reporters dig deep with a
tax-deductible donation. Higher crude prices are a bummer for
consumers, but pretty much out The Mystery Gas reach for state
policymakers.
Lessgasolineissoldthroughoff-brandstationssuchasCostcoorSafeway,w
But four years later, well after the refinery returned to full
production, that unexplained surcharge remains high at 22
cents. The commodity price of California gas spiked inafter
the refinery fire, but it dropped again in
Machidasaid:.Priceshaverisenaround68centspergallonoverthecourseof
two flows are now known to have independent origins, to be
misaligned by some 17 degrees and to have been launched from
the star at different times.
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